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We seek a global minimum of U: [0, 1] n - R. The solution to (d/dt)xt = -V U(x,) 
will find local minima. The solution to dx ,=-VU(x , )d t+~dwt ,  where w is 
standard (n-dimensional) Brownian motion and the boundaries are reflecting, will 
concentrate near the global minima of U, at least when 'temperature' T is small: 
the equilibrium distribution for x, is Gibbs with density ~-T(x)ocexp{-U(x)/T}. 
This suggests etting T = T(t)$O to find global minima of U. We give conditions on 
U(x) and T(t) such that the solution to dxt=-VU(x,)dt+2x/2Tdwt converges 
weakly to a distribution concentrated on the global minima of U. 
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The two parameter uniform two-armed bandit problem is the sequential experi- 
mental design problem in which experiments are performed sequentially n times 
and at each time one of two experiments eo and el is selected to be performed. The 
random sample observed by performing ei (i = 0, 1) is obtained from the uniform 
distribution on the interval [pi, q~]. Both Pl and q~ are known a priori. Though both 
Po and qo are unknown, there is prior information that (Po, qo) has the bilateral 
bivariate Pareto distribution with parameters u, v and c~ as the prior distribution. 
When the value r is observed, the reward is r. The objective is to maximize the total 
expected reward over n trials. This problem is formulated by the principle of 
optimality of dynamic programming and analyzed. The optimal procedure is 
described by using a function of n and a. How to calculate the several values of 
this function is discussed. 
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We consider stochastic evolution equations with unbounded control and noise 
operators which can describe parabolic equations with boundary or pointwise control 
and noise. Associated with them we take observation processes with unbounded 
operators which may correspond to boundary or pointwise observation. First we 
drop the control terms and consider the filtering problem. Then we introduce 
quadratic ost functionals and consider the optimal control problem. We examine 
all possible combinations of control, noise and observation and show that the 
separation principle holds. 
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